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6-SERIES VELOCITY ADJUSTABLE BREATH GUARDS

EASY ADJUSTMENT: Simple push-button mechanism enables single-person adjustment

EIGHT PRE-SET POSITIONS: These accommodate NSF, full-serve, self-serve and cleaning position and ensure consistent spacing across multiple units

VISUAL NSF POSITION INDICATION: Shows when breath guard is in NSF position and eliminates the need for measuring

SEVERAL STYLES: Available in single-sided buffet, double-sided buffet or cafeteria styles

MOUNTING CHOICES: Above-counter flange mount (standard) and below-counter mounting (available)

SHIPPING OPTIONS: Ships knocked down (standard) or assembled (available)

NO PLASTIC: Stainless steel construction ensures no plastic parts to break and a consistent aesthetic of all components

HEAVY-DUTY TUBING: 11-gauge stainless steel tubing enables 96 inch span without the need or a center post

TEMPERED GLASS PANELS: 3/8-inch tempered (standard), 1/2-inch (available)

ADDED STABILITY: Welded mitered joints increase structural integrity
Eight pre-set positions, promising versatility and consistency, and the simple adjustment mechanism allows one person to make adjustments quickly and easily.
Visit us online for specification sheets and to learn more about our breath guard product offering.

https://www.vollrathfoodservice.com/breathguards